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Have you ever been in a situation when you didnt know how to act properly? Here is the ultimate guide to

polite usage for all social functions! Have you ever been embarrassed by not knowing quite the right

handle yourself in social situations? Do you ever think you might be more eligible for a promotion if only

you could handle those situations better? Admire the style that seems to come so naturally and easily to

others? Lets face it-those who know how to exercise good manners stand a better change of moving

farther ahead in life. The good news is that it is never too late to attain this very necessary skill-regardless

of your age, occupation or position in life. Even if youve been out of school for years you too can easily

learn good manners in order to reach your goals. Without the right tools and information, it could take you

years and cost you a small fortune to discover the secrets of good manners; however. Instead of

spending a fortune on so-called experts or knocking yourself out with the old trial and error method, there

is an easier way to achieve your goals. Now theres good news .... I wont deny that there are a ton of

books out there on the elements of good manners. Unfortunately the problem with most books on the

subject is that they are either filled with plenty of promises and no solid techniques and strategies to back

up those promises or they contain only one or two pieces of useful information and not a comprehensive

look at everything you need to know to succeed. Introducing ... The Book Of Good

Manners|iConsClub.com The Book Of Good Manners! The Book of Good Manners breaks the mold of all

the other books you have heard and read about. It presents solid, proven steps to help you learn good

manners correctly to your best advantage. Sounds too good to be true? Its not and I can prove it with The

Book of Good Manners. Right now youre probably thinking, Yeah, right. Theres a ton of manners books

out there. What makes you and your book so different? I wont deny for a minute that there are some good

manners books out there-after all Ive read most of them, if not all of them. The difference, however; is that

my book blows all the others out of the water because it doesnt just focus on one area of the game. You

get everything you need to understand good manners. Nothing, absolutely nothing, is left out. All the

fundamentals are there Introductions Invitations Social Occasions Appropriate Dress
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